APPENDIX B:
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AND GOVERNMENTAL
ACTION AND STATEMENTS ON APARTHEID
1946-1994

1) Security Council Resolutions


Security Council resolution: Question relating to the situation in the Union of
South Africa. (recognizing that the “large-scale killings of unarmed and peaceful
demonstrators against racial discrimination and segregation” is the result of the
“continued disregard by that Government of the resolutions of the General Assembly
calling upon it to revise its policies and bring them into conformity with its
obligations and responsibilities under the Charter of the United Nations”)

S/RES/134 (1960), 1 April 1960, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#14


Security Council resolution: Question relating to the policies of apartheid of
the Government of the Republic of South Africa. (stating that the Security Council
“Strongly deprecates the policies of South Africa in its perpetuation of racial
discrimination as being inconsistent with the principles contained in the Charter of the
United Nations and contrary to its obligations as a Member of the United Nations”
and “Solemnly calls upon all States to cease forthwith the sale and shipment of arms,
ammunition of all types and military vehicles to South Africa”)

S/RES/181 (1963), 7 August 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#25


Security Council resolution: Question relating to the policies of apartheid of
the Government of the Republic of South Africa. (“Expressing the firm conviction
that the policies of apartheid and racial discrimination as practised by the Government
of the Republic of South Africa are abhorrent to the conscience of mankind”)

S/RES/182 (1963), 4 December 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#31


Security Council resolution: Question relating to the policies of apartheid of
the Government of the Republic of South Africa. (Appealing “to the Government
of the Republic of South Africa; (a) To renounce the execution of any persons
sentenced to death for their opposition to the policy of apartheid; (b) To grant
immediate amnesty to all persons detained or on trial, as well as clemency to all
persons sentenced, for their opposition to the Government's racial policies; (c) To
abolish the practice of imprisonment without charges, without access to counsel or
without the right of prompt trial”)

S/RES/191 (1964), 18 June 1964, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#36



Security Council resolution: The question of race conflict in South Africa
resulting from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Republic of
South Africa. (condemning the Government of South Africa for continuing its
policies of apartheid in violation of its obligations under the Charter of the United
Nation)

S/RES/311 (1972), 4 February 1972, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#59


Security Council resolution: Situation in South Africa - Killings and violence
by the apartheid regime in South Africa in Soweto and other areas. (condemning
“the South African Government for its resort to massive violence against and killings
of the African people including schoolchildren and students and others opposing
racial discrimination” and reaffirming “that the policy of apartheid is a crime against
the conscience and dignity of mankind and seriously disturbs international peace and
security”

S/RES/392 (1976), 19 June 1976,http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#77


Security Council resolution: The question of South Africa. (noting “with deep
anxiety and indignation that the South African racist regime has continued violence
and massive repression against the Black people and all opponents of apartheid in
defiance of the resolutions of the Security Council”)

S/RES/417 (1977), 31 October 1977, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#83


Security Council resolution: The question of South Africa.

(Announcing that a “mandatory arms embargo needs to be universally applied against
South Africa” because of its “policies and acts of the South African Government are
fraught with danger to international peace and security”)
S/RES/418 (1977), 4 November 1977, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#84


Security Council resolution: The question of South Africa. (reaffirming “that
the policy of apartheid is a crime against the conscience and dignity of mankind and
is incompatible with the rights and dignity of man, the Charter of the United Nations
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and seriously disturbs international
peace and security” and strongly condemning “the racist regime of South Africa for
further aggravating the situation and its massive repression against all opponents of
apartheid, for killings of peaceful demonstrators and political detainees and for its
defiance of General Assembly and Security Council resolutions, in particular
resolution 417 (1977)”)

S/RES/473 (1980), 13 June 1980, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#92



Security Council resolution: The question of South Africa. (Declaring that “the
so-called ‘new constitution’ is contrary to the principles of the Charter of the United
Nations)

S/RES/554 (1984), 17 August 1984, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#108


Security Council Resolution 556 (“convinced that racist South Africa’s defiance of
world public opinion and the imposition of the rejected so-called ‘new constitution’
will inevitably lead to further escalation of the explosive situation and will have farreaching consequences for Southern Africa and the world” and “reiterating its
condemnation of the apartheid policy of the South African regime and South Africa’s
continued defiance of the resolutions of the United Nations and designs further to
entrench apartheid, a system characterized as a crime against humanity”)

S/RES/554 (1984), 23 October 1984


Security Council resolution: The question of South Africa. (condemning the
“arbitrary arrests of hundreds of persons,” “the practice by the South African
Government of detention without trial and of forcible removal, as well as the
discriminatory legislation in force,” “acknowledging further that the very cause of the
situation in South Africa lies in the policy of apartheid and the practices of the South
African Government”)

S/RES/569 (1985), 26 July 1985, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#111


Security Council resolution: The question of South Africa. (condemning “the
escalating violence in South Africa and in particular the massacre at Boipatong
township on 17 June 1992, as well as subsequent incidents of violence including the
shooting of unarmed protesters”)

S/RES/765 (1992), 16 July 1992, http://www.anc.org.za/icons/doc.gif


Security Council Resolution: The question of South Africa (with UK, France
abstaining, deplores violence and calls for an end of apartheid.)

(Doxey 1972, 537;Doxey 1980,61; Massie 63-66)
S/RES/4300 (1960), April 1960,
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Security Council Resolution: The question of South Africa (ends South African
trusteeship of Namibia.)

(Doxey 1980, 63)
S/RES/276 (1970), 30 January 1970,
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm



Resolution 581 (“gravely concerned at the tension and instability created by the
hostile policies and aggression of the apartheid regime throughout southern Africa
and the mounting threat they pose to the security of the region and its wider
implications for international peace and security”) S/RES/581 (1986), 13 February
1986.



Resolution 610 (“gravely concerned at the deteriorating situation in South Africa,
[and] the worsening human suffering resulting from the apartheid system”)

S/RES/610 (1988), 16 March 1988


Resolution 615 (1988) (“gravely concerned at the deteriorating situation in South
Africa, [and] the worsening human suffering resulting from the apartheid system”)

S/RES/615 (1988), 17 June 1988.


The Question of South Africa (“Strongly condemning the racist regime of South
Africa for further aggravating the situation and its massive repression against all
opponents of apartheid, for the killing of peaceful demonstrators and political
detainees, and for its defiance of General Assembly and Security Council
resolutions…”)

S/RES/591 (1986), 28 November 1986.


The Question of South Africa (condemning "racist South Africa's policy of the
uprooting, denationalization and dispossession of three and a half million indigenous
African people to date, thus swelling the ranks of the other millions already doomed
to permanent unemployment and starvation" and "strongly" condemning the "Pretoria
regime for the killing of defenceless African people protesting against their forced
removal...") S/RES/560 (1985), 12 March 1985.



Statement by Secretary General Kurt Waldheim in the Security Council after
the adoption of resolution 418 (1977) concerning a mandatory arms embargo
against South Africa. (recognizing that “adoption of this resolution marks the first
time in the 32-year history of the Organization that action has been taken under
Chapter VII of the Charter against a Member State” and that “policy of apartheid as
well as the measures taken by the South African Government to implement this
policy are such a gross violation of human rights and so fraught with danger to
international peace and security that a response commensurate with the gravity of the
situation was required”)

S/PV.2046, 4 November 1977, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#85



Statement by the President of the Security Council, on behalf of the Council,
concerning the proclamation of the "independent" State of Ciskei. (condemning
“the purported proclamation of the 'independence' of the Ciskei and declares it totally
invalid,” declaring that the “action by the South African Regime…denounced by the
international community, is designed to divide and dispossess the African people and
establish client States under its domination in order to perpetuate apartheid”)

S/14794, 15 December 1981, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#99


Report of the Group of Experts established in pursuance of Security Council
resolution 182 (1963). (stating “The conscience of the world has been stirred, and
there is a recognition in world opinion generally that the South African problem is
unique, demanding exceptional treatment. There is an international crisis of
conscience…” and that commerce, industry and banking “should feel an exceptional
responsibility, for it is largely from the cheap labour maintained by the policies of
apartheid that their profits derive”)

S/5658, 20 April 1964, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#34


Statement by the President of the Security Council, on behalf of the Council,
expressing grave concern over the killing and wounding of innocent people by
the South African police in the town of Uitenhage, 21 March 1985. (condemning
the 21 March 1985 incident where the “South African police opened fire on innocent
people proceeding to a funeral, killing and wounding scores of them”)

S/17050, 22 March 1985, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#110


Statement by the President of the Security Council, on behalf of the Council,
on the situation in South Africa. (condemning “the Pretoria regime for its
continued failure to heed the repeated appeals made by the international community
including Security Council resolution 569 of 26 July 1985 and in particular the
demand made in that resolution for the immediate lifting of the state of emergency”)

S/17413, 21 August 1985, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#112


Statement by the President of the Security Council, on behalf of the Council,
calling upon the South African authorities to revoke the decree of 10 April 1987,
under which protest against detentions without trial or support for those
detained are prohibited. (calling upon the “South African authorities to revoke the
decree of 10 April 1987, which is contrary to fundamental human rights as envisaged
in the Charter of the United Nations and to the relevant resolutions of the Security
Council”

S/18808, 16 April 1987, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#115

2) General Assembly Resolutions


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of Indians in the Union of South
Africa. (stating that the “treatment of Indians in the Union should be in conformity
with the international obligations under the agreements concluded between the two
Governments, and the relevant provisions of the Charter”

A/RES/44 (I), 8 December 1946, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#1


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union
of South Africa (considering the policy of apartheid as “necessarily based on
doctrines of racial discrimination,” and recommending India, Pakistan and the Union
of South Africa to proceed with plans of holding a round table conference bearing in
mind provisions of the United Nations Charter and the Declaration, and
recommending governments concerned from taking “any steps which would
prejudice the success of their negotiations, in particular, the implementation or
enforcement of the provisions of The Group Areas Act.”)

A/RES/395 (V), 2 December 1950


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of people of Indian Origin in the
Union of South Africa (Noting the promulgation of the Group Areas Act in
contravention of resolution 395 (V), calls upon the governments of India, Pakistan,
and the Union of South Africa to carry on appropriate negotiations regarding this
issue, and calls upon South Africa to “suspend the implementation or enforcement of
the provisions of the Group Areas Act.”)

A/RES/511 (VI), 12 January 1952


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of people of Indian Origin in the Union
of South Africa (reaffirming prior resolutions 44 (I), 265(III), 395 (V), 511 (VI)
relating to the treatment of people of Indian origin in South Africa, noting South
Africa’s failure to enter into negotiations with Pakistan and India, and continuing to
call for the suspension of the implementation of the Group Areas Act.)

A/RES/615 (VII), 5 December 1952


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa
resulting from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South
Africa. (establishing commission to study Apartheid policies in light of legal
obligations of UN charter and resolutions of the United Nations on racial persecution
and discrimination)

A/RES/616 A (VII), 5 December 1952, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#7



General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa
resulting from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South
Africa. (affirming that policies of states that perpetuate or increase discrimination are
inconsistent with Article 56 of the UN charter)

A/RES/616 B (VII), 5 December 1952, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#8


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union
of South Africa (recalling each prior resolution concerning the treatment of people of
Indian origin in South Africa, and expresses with regret South Africa’s refusal to
make use of any of the provisions for settlement of the issue provided by the
Commission, its continued implementation of the Group Areas Act, its “proceeding
with further legislation contrary to the Charter and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.”)

A/RES/719 (VIII), 11 November 1953


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(Noting with concern the conclusion reached by the Commission on the Racial
Situation in the Union of South Africa that the racial policies of South Africa and
their consequences are contrary to the Charter and the Declaration, “that the
continuance of this policy would make peaceful solutions increasingly difficult and
endanger friendly relations among nations,” and reaffirming the high interests to
humanity to put an immediate end to racial persecution and discrimination.)
A/RES/721 (VIII), 8 December 1953



General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(Noting with apprehension the adoption of new laws in South Africa which are also
incompatible with the obligations required under the Charter, “noting further the
profound conviction of the Commission that the policy of apartheid constitutes a
grave threat to the peaceful relations between ethnic groups in the world, and invites
the South African government to reconsider its position in light of the high principles
expressed in the Charter.)

A/RES/820 (IX), 14 December 1954


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(Noting with regret that the South African government has again refused to cooperate
with the Commission on the Racial Situation in the Union of South Africa, expressing
concern at South Africa continuing to “give effect to the policies of apartheid,”
reminding the government of the “Union of South Africa of the faith it had
reaffirmed, in signing the Charter, in fundamental human rights and in the dignity and

worth of the human person and calling on the government to “observe the obligations
contained in Article 56 of the Charter.”)
A/RES/917 (X), 6 December 1955


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(Noting prior resolution 616 B (VII) that declared that governmental policies
designed to perpetuate discrimination are inconsistent with the Charter, deploring the
South African government’s failure to observe its obligations under the Charter, and
affirming “its conviction that perseverance in such discriminatory policies are
inconsistent with not only the Charter but with the forces of progress and
international co-operation in implementing the ideals of equality, freedom and
justice.”)
A/RES/1016 (XI), 30 January 1957



General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(appealing to the South African government to revise its policy in light of the
purposes and principles enshrined in the United Nations Charter.)

A/RES/1178 (XII), 26 November 1957


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union
of South Africa (Appealing on the South African government “to participate in
negotiations with the Governments of India and Pakistan with a view of solving this
problem in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.”)

A/RES/1179 (XII), 26 November 1957


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(affirming prior resolutions calling upon South Africa’s obligations under the Charter
and expressing regret and concern at the South African government’s failure to
respond to the General Assembly’s appeals to reconsider its governmental policies.)

A/RES/1248 (XIII), 30 October 1958


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(“Noting with concern that the policy of apartheid is still being pursued, and
expressing deep regret and concern over South Africa’s failure to respond to appeals
to reconsider its policies that “impair the rights of all racial groups to enjoy the same
fundamental rights and freedoms.”)

A/RES/1375 (XIV), 17 November 1959


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union
of South Africa (Noting repeated appeals to the Government of South Africa to enter
into negotiations regarding this matter with Pakistan and India and South Africa’s
repeated failures to respond to negotiation efforts.)

A/RES/ 1460 (XIV), 10 December 1959


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa
resulting from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South
Africa. (“Deprecat[ing] policies based on racial discrimination as reprehensible and
repugnant to human dignity” and affirming “that the racial policies being pursued by
the Government of the Union of South Africa are a flagrant violation of the Charter of
the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and are
inconsistent with the obligations of a Member State”)

A/RES/1598 (XV), 13 April 1961, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#19


General Assembly resolution: Treatment of People of Indian and Indo-Pakistan
Origin in the Union of South Africa (reiterating provisions of prior resolutions
concerning the same issue, including South Africa’s continued failure to respond to
negotiation efforts initiated by Pakistan and India.)

A/RES/1597 (XV), 13 April 1961


General Assembly resolution: Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting
from the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Union of South Africa
(Condemning “policies based on racial superiority as reprehensible and repugnant to
human dignity,” and reaffirming that “the racial policies being pursued by the
Government of South Africa are a flagrant violation of the Charter of United Nations
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,” and calling upon the government to
change its polices and conduct.)

A/RES/1663 (XVI), 28 November 1961


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa. (Requesting that member states break off diplomatic
ties with South Africa, boycott its goods, close their ports to its vessels because of the
“continued and total disregard by the Government of South Africa of its obligations
under the Charter of the United Nations”)

A/RES/1761 (XVII), 6 November 1962, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#20



General Assembly resolution: Release of political prisoners in South Africa.
(condemning “the Government of the Republic of South Africa for its failure to
comply with the repeated resolutions of the General Assembly and of the Security
Council calling for an end to the repression of persons opposing apartheid”)

A/RES/1881 (XVIII), 11 October 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#29


General Assembly resolution: The Policies of Apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa (Appealing to all States to take the appropriate
measures “with a view to dissuading the Government of the Republic of South Africa
from pursuing its policies of apartheid.”)

A/RES/1978 (XVIII), 17 December 1963


General Assembly resolution: The Policies of Apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa (Stating its grave concern at the “aggravation of the
explosive situation in the Republic of South Africa as a result of the continued
implementation of the policies of apartheid,” and considering “prompt and effective
international action is imperative in order to avert the grave danger of a violent racial
conflict in Africa,” and appealing to major trading partners of South Africa to cease
increasing economic collaboration with the government, “which encourages that
Government to defy world opinion and to accelerate the implementation of the
policies of apartheid.”)

A/RES/2054 (XX), 15 December 1965


General Assembly resolution: Elimination of all forms of racial
discrimination. (Proclaiming 21 March as International Day for the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination)

A/RES/2142 (XXI), 26 October 1966, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#42


General Assembly resolution: Question of the violation of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, including policies of racial discrimination and
segregation and of apartheid, in all countries, with particular reference to
colonial and other dependent countries and territories. (requesting “the
Secretary-General to establish a unit within the Secretariat of the United Nations to
deal exclusively with policies of apartheid…in order that maximum publicity may be
given to the evils of those policies”)

A/RES/2144 A (XXI), 26 October 1966, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#43


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa. (Condemning “the policies of apartheid practised by
the Government of South Africa as a crime against humanity” and reaffirming that

“the situation in South Africa and the resulting explosive situation in southern Africa
continue to pose a grave threat to international peace and security”).
A/RES/2202 A (XXI), 16 December 1966, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#44


General Assembly resolution: The Policies of Apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa (Reiterating its condemnation of the policies of
apartheid as a crime against humanity and its conviction that the situation in South
Africa constitutes a threat to international peace and security, condemning
particularly the states that are main trading partners of South Africa, who through
their “political, economic and military collaboration with the Government of South
Africa” are encouraging its persistence in its racial policies.)

A/RES/2307 (XXII), 13 December 1967


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa. (reiterating its “condemnation of the policies of apartheid practised by
the Government of South Africa as a crime against humanity,” and “condemns the
Government of South Africa for its cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment of
political prisoners)

A/RES/2396 (XXIII), 2 December 1968, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#51


General Assembly resolution: United Nations Trust Fund for South Africa
(“Considering it appropriate and essential to continue to increase humanitarian
assistance to the victims of the policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa”)

A/RES/2397 (XXIII), 2 December 1968


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa (Noting the continued intensification of South Africa’s inhuman and
aggressive polices of apartheid, and stating its conviction that the “international
campaign against apartheid must be intensified urgently in order to assist in securing
the elimination of these inhuman policies,” and reaffirming the urgent necessity of
elimination the policies of apartheid.)

A/RES/2396 (XXIII), 2 December 1968


General Assembly resolution: Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts
on the Treatment of Political Prisoners in South Africa (Expressing grave concern
at the evidence of “the intensification of inhumane practices by the Government of
South Africa against the opponents of the policies of apartheid,” and condemning
“any and every practice of torture, inhuman and degrading treatment of detainees and
prisoners in South African police custody during interrogation and detention.”)

A/RES/2440 (XXIII), 19 December 1968



General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa (Noting South Africa’s continued persecution of opponents of
apartheid, subjecting detainees to brutal treatment leading in several cases to death,
and condemning the Government for “its repressive acts against the political
movement of the oppressed people of South Africa and, in particular, for its
enactment of the Terrorism Act.”)

A/RES/2506 (XXIV), 21 November 1969


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa (Expressing grave concern about the “continued build-up of the South
African military and police forces and the consequent aggravation of the situation in
southern Africa,” and calling upon states to implement Security Council resolution
282 (1970), which calls upon states to strengthen the arms embargo against South
Africa.)

A/RES/ 2624 (XXV), 13 October 1970


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa. (Declaring “that the policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa are a negation of the Charter of the United Nations and constitute a crime
against humanity,” condemning “the establishment by the racist minority Government
of South Africa of ‘bantustans’ in so-called African reserves as fraudulent, a violation
of the principle of self-determination and prejudicial to the territorial integrity of the
State and the unity of its people”

A/RES/2671 F (XXV), 8 December 1970, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#55


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Apartheid in sports. (condemns the actions of the Government of
South Africa in enforcing racial discrimination and segregation in sports)

A/RES/2775 D (XXVI), 29 November 1971,
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#56


General Assembly resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Establishment of Bantustans. (recalling the “principles of
international law recognized by the Charter of the International Military Tribunal,
Nuremberg, and the judgment of the Tribunal,” the “obligations of all States under
international law, the Charter of the United Nations, the human rights principles and
the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949” and “noting further that under the
aforementioned resolution crimes against humanity are committed when enslavement,
deportation and other inhuman acts are enforced against any civilian population on

political, racial or religious grounds;” condemning “the establishment by the
Government of South Africa of Bantu homelands (bantustans) and the forcible
removal of the African people of South Africa and Namibia to those areas as a
violation of their inalienable rights, contrary to the principle of self-determination and
prejudicial to the territorial integrity of the countries and the unity of their peoples”)
A/RES/2775 E (XXVI), 29 November 1971, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#57


General Assembly resolution: United Nations Trust Fund for South Africa
(Recognizing the “continuing need for humanitarian assistance to persons persecuted
under repressive and discriminatory legislation in South Africa,” and stating its
concern at the actions of the government in “persecuting persons engaged in
providing humanitarian assistance to victims of apartheid.”)

A/RES/2774 (XXVI), 29 November 1971


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Situation in South Africa resulting from the policies of apartheid.
(condemning the racist Government of South Africa for continuing and intensifying
the implementation of its inhuman policy of apartheid, and subjecting the opponents
of apartheid to ruthless repression, in violation of its obligations under the Charter of
the United Nations, thereby creating a grave threat to the peace)

A/RES/2923 E (XXVII), 15 November 1972
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#60


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International Conference of Trade Unions against Apartheid.
(appealing “to all national and international trade union organizations to intensify
their action against apartheid”)

A/RES/2923 F (XXVII), 15 November 1972,
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#61


General Assembly resolution: Political Prisoners in South Africa (Condemning
the Government of South Africa for its failure to comply with repeated requests for
the release of all persons imprisoned for their opposition to apartheid.)

A/RES/ 3055 (XXVIII), 26 October 1973


General Assembly resolution: International Convention on the Suppression
and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid. (In the context of Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination, Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide, Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations

to War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity, declaring that “apartheid is a crime
against humanity and that inhuman acts resulting from the policies and practices of
apartheid and similar policies and practices of racial segregation and discrimination,
as defined in article II of the Convention, are crimes violating the principles of
international law, in particular the purposes and principles of the Charter of the
United Nations, and constituting a serious threat to international peace and security”)
A/RES/3068 (XXVIII), 30 November 1973, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#65


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (Stating its conviction of the importance of the participation of the trade union
movement in the international campaign against apartheid,” “considering the need to
intensify United Nations efforts towards the eradication of apartheid in South
Africa”)

A/RES/3151 (XXVIII), 14 December 1973


General Assembly resolution: Relationship between the United Nations and
South Africa. (reaffirming that the “policy of apartheid and racial discrimination of
the Government of South Africa is a flagrant violation of the principles of the Charter
of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights”)

A/RES/3207 (XXIX), 30 September 1974


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (Noting that “continued collaboration by certain States and by economic and
other interests with the South African regime impedes efforts for the eradication of
apartheid,” and further noting that the actions of states in “strengthening political,
economic, military and other relations with the South African regime are in flagrant
violation of the resolution of the United Nations.”

A/RES/ 3324 (XXIX), 16 December 1974



General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Solidarity with the South African political prisoners.
(“Condemning the ruthless repression by the racist regime of South Africa against the
leaders of the oppressed people of South Africa and other opponents of apartheid;”
and “strongly condemn[ing] the Terrorism Act and other repressive legislation
designed to suppress the legitimate struggle of the South African people for freedom
and self-determination”)

A/RES/3411 B (XXX), 28 November 1975, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#73


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Special responsibility of the United Nations and the international

community towards the oppressed people of South Africa. (reiterating “its
determination to devote increasing attention and all necessary resources to concert
international efforts, in close cooperation with the Organization of African Unity, for
the speedy eradication of apartheid in South Africa and the liberation of the South
African people”)
A/RES/3411 C (XXX), 28 November 1975, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#74


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Situation in South Africa. (appealing “to all States concerned to take
the necessary measures to impose an effective embargo on the supply of petroleum,
petroleum products and strategic raw materials to South Africa”)

A/RES/3411 G (XXX), 28 November 1975, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#74


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - The so-called "independent" Transkei and other Bantustans.
(condemning the establishment of bantustans as designed to consolidate the inhuman
policies of apartheid, to destroy the territorial integrity of the country, to perpetuate
White minority domination and to dispossess the African people of South Africa of
their inalienable right)

A/RES/31/6 A, 26 October 1976, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#80


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Investments in South Africa. (urging “the Security Council, when
studying the problem of the continued struggle against the apartheid policies of South
Africa, to consider steps to achieve the cessation of further foreign investments in
South Africa”)

A/RES/31/6 K, 9 November 1976, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#80


General Assembly resolution: Policies of Apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (Recognizing the “imperative need for stepping up the international campaign
against apartheid,” proclaiming the year beginning March 21, 1978 International
Anti-Apartheid Year, involving among others, the “intensification of the international
campaign against apartheid.”)

A/RES/32/105, 14 December 1977


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International mobilization against apartheid. (recalling its
“resolution 32/105 B of 14 December 1977 proclaiming the year beginning on 21
March 1978 International Anti-apartheid Year,” “reaffirming that apartheid is a crime
against the conscience and dignity of mankind,” and declaring that “the righteous

struggle of the oppressed people of South Africa has led to an international consensus
against apartheid”)
A/RES/33/183 B, 24 January 1979, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#87


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Declaration on South Africa. (“Reaffirming that apartheid is a crime
against the conscience and dignity of mankind,” “Noting with concern the continued
intransigence of the South Africa regime, which has defied and disregarded numerous
resolutions of organs of the United Nations for a just, peaceful and lasting resolution
of the situation, including unanimous resolutions of the General Assembly and the
Security Council,” and declaring that “all States shall solemnly pledge to refrain from
overt or covert military intervention in support of defence of the Pretoria regime in its
effort to repress the legitimate aspirations and struggle of the African people of South
Africa against it in the exercise of their right of self-determination, as enshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration on Principles of International law
concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations”)

A/RES/34/93 O, 12 December 1979, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#91


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Cultural, academic and other boycotts of South Africa. (requesting
“all States to take steps to prevent all cultural, academic, sports and other exchanges
with South Africa”)

A/RES/35/206 E, 16 December 1980, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#95


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Women and children under apartheid. (endorsing “the Declaration
and Recommendations of the International Seminar on Women and apartheid and the
relevant recommendations of the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for
Women, and commends them to the attention of Governments and organizations” and
“urges all organizations of the United Nations system, Governments, international
and regional intergovernmental organizations, women's organizations and antiapartheid groups, non-governmental organizations and other groups to give the
highest priority to the question of measures of assistance to women in South Africa
and Namibia during the second half of the United Nations Decade for Women”)

A/RES/35/206 N, 16 December 1980, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#96


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (“Reaffirming that apartheid is a crime against humanity and a threat to
international peace and security,” and “recognizing that apartheid cannot be reformed
but must be totally eliminated,” and condemning “all military, nuclear and other
collaboration by certain Western States and Israel with South Africa,” as well as “the

collaboration by transnational corporations and financial institutions with South
Africa.”)
A/RES/36/172, 17 December 1981


General Assembly resolution: South Africa's application for credit from the
International Monetary Fund (Requesting the International Monetary Fund to
“refrain from granting any credits or other assistance to South Africa.”)

A/RES/37/2, 21 October 1982


General Assembly resolution: Adverse consequences for the enjoyment of
human rights of political, military, economic and other forms of assistance given
to the racist and colonialist regime of South Africa (“Reaffirming that any
collaboration with the racist regime of South Africa constitutes a hostile act against
the oppressed peoples of southern Africa in their struggle for freedom and
independence and a contemptuous defiance of the United Nations and of the
international community.”

A/RES/37/39, 3 December 1982


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Situation in South Africa. (“Strongly” condemning “the apartheid
regime of South Africa for its brutal repression and indiscriminate torture and killings
of workers, schoolchildren and other opponents of apartheid, and the imposition of
death sentences on freedom fighters;” and “vehemently” condemning “the apartheid
regime for its repeated acts of aggression, subversion and terrorism against
independent African States, designed to destabilize the whole of southern Africa”).

A/RES/37/69 A, 9 December 1982, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#101


General Assembly resolution: Proposed new racial constitution of South
Africa. (“Reaffirming that apartheid is a crime against humanity and a threat to
international peace and security;” and declaring “that the so-called ‘constitutional
proposals’ are contrary to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations”)

A/RES/38/11, 15 November 1983, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#105


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (“Condemning the racist minority regime of South Africa for its repeated
defiance of the United Nations, its oppression of the great majority of the people of
South Africa and its ruthless repression of all opponents of apartheid,” and
“condemning, in particular, the increased collaboration by the Government of the
United States of America with the racist regime of South Africa, in pursuance of its
policy of so-called ‘constructive engagement’, which has encouraged the racist

regime to entrench apartheid, intensify repression and escalate aggression against and
destabilization of independent African States”
A/RES/38/39, 5 December 1983


General Assembly resolution: Situation in South Africa (Expressing alarm “by the
aggravation of the situation in South Africa, in particular the wanton killing and the
maiming of defenceless demonstrators and workers on strike as well as the imposition
of virtual martial law conditions intended to facilitate the brutal repression of the
black population.”

A/RES/39/2, 28 September 1984



General Assembly resolution: Adverse consequences for the enjoyment of
human rights of political, military, economic and other forms of assistance given
to the racist and colonialist regime of South Africa (“Reaffirming that any
collaboration with the racist regime of South Africa constitutes a hostile act against
the oppressed peoples of southern Africa,” and requesting the Security Council to
consider complete and mandatory sanctions against the racist regime of South
Africa.)

A/RES/39/15, 15 November 1984


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International Convention against Apartheid in Sports. (adopting
the “text of the International Convention against apartheid in Sports and opened it for
signature” and
”recognizing, in particular, that participation in sports exchanges with teams selected
on the basis of apartheid directly abets and encourages the commission of the crime
of apartheid)

A/RES/40/64, 10 December 1985, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#113


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International solidarity with the liberation struggle in South
Africa. (condemning “the policy and practice of apartheid and, in particular, the
execution of patriots and captured freedom fighters in South Africa and demands that
the racist regime: (a) Stay the execution of those now on death row; (b) Abide by the
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and Additional Protocol I of 1977”)

A/RES/42/23 A, 20 November 1987, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#117


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (Expressing its “outrage at reports of the detention, torture and inhuman

treatment of children in South Africa,” and calling “upon the South African
authorities urgently to release children held in detention in that country.”)
A/RES/42/124, 7 December 1987


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Imposition, coordination and strict monitoring of measures
against racist South Africa. (urging “all States that have not yet done so, pending
the imposition of comprehensive and mandatory sanctions, to adopt legislative and/or
comparable measures to impose effective sanctions against South Africa”)

A/RES/43/50 D, 5 December 1988


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Special session of the General Assembly on apartheid and its
destructive consequences in southern Africa. (Declaring “indignant at the
continued non-implementation of the General Assembly and Security Council
resolutions by South Africa”)

A/RES/43/50 G, 5 December 1988, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#117


General Assembly resolution: Status of the International Convention on the
Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (“Reaffirming its
conviction that apartheid constitutes a total negation of the purposes and principles of
the Charter of the United Nations, a gross violation of human rights and a crime
against humanity, seriously threatening international peace and security,”

A/RES/43/97, 8 December 1988


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (Expressing grave concern “at the institutionalized and continuing escalation
of the reign of repressive and increasing state terror by the racist regime, the
maintenance of the state of emergency, the virtually limitless powers of the police and
security forces to arrest, detain, torture and kill opponents of apartheid, the use of
regime-sponsored death squads and vigilantes to spread fear,” and strongly condemns
the policies and practices of apartheid, in particular “its brutal oppression, repression
and genocidal violence against the people of South Africa.”)

A/RES/41/35, 10 November 1986

General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International solidarity with the liberation struggle in South
Africa. (Condemning “the regime's continuing practice of sentencing to death and
executing its opponents and demands that it annul the capital punishment imposed on
opponents of apartheid…and confer prisoner-of-war status on captured freedom
fighters in accordance with the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and
Additional Protocol I of 1977”)

A/RES/44/27 A, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#119


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International support for the eradication of apartheid in South
Africa through genuine negotiations. (“Condemning once again the policy and
practice of apartheid” and declaring “that the system of apartheid cannot be reformed
but must be eliminated”)

A/RES/44/27 B, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#120


General Assembly resolution: Adverse consequences for the enjoyment of
human rights of political, military, economic and other forms of assistance given
to the racist and colonialist regime of South Africa (Expressing deep concern that
“the major Western and other trading partners of South Africa continue to
collaborate with that racist regime and that their collaboration constitutes the main
obstacle to the liquidation of that racist regime and the elimination of the inhuman
and criminal system of apartheid.”

A/RES/43/92, 8 December 1988


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Comprehensive and mandatory sanctions against the racist
regime of South Africa. (“recalling its earlier resolutions and those of the Security
Council calling for concerted international action to force the racist regime of South
Africa to eradicate apartheid” and reaffirming “that apartheid is a crime against
humanity and a threat to international peace and security, and that it is a primary
responsibility of the United Nations to assist in efforts to eliminate apartheid
peacefully without further delay”)

A/RES/44/27 C, 22 November 1989


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Imposition, coordination and strict monitoring of measures
against racist South Africa. (“Noting with concern that a number of transnational
corporations, including banks, continue to provide support to the apartheid economy
by maintaining financial and technological and other ties with South Africa”)

A/RES/44/27 D, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#122


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International financial pressure on the apartheid economy of
South Africa. (stating “that the maintenance of the apartheid economy and the
expansion of military and police expenditures substantially depend on the supply of
further credits and loans by the international financial community” and “strongly”

urging “Governments and private financial institutions to deny new bank loans to
South Africa, whether to the public or private sectors”
A/RES/44/27 E, 22 November 1989


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Programme of work of the Special Committee against Apartheid.
(Authorizing Special Committee to “mobilize international action against apartheid,
inter alia, through collection, analysis and dissemination of information, through
liaison with non-governmental organizations and relevant individuals and groups able
to influence public opinion and decision-making, and through hearings, conferences,
consultations, missions, publicity and other relevant activities”)

A/RES/44/27 G, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#124


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Oil embargo against South Africa. (urging “the Security Council to
take action without further delay to impose a mandatory embargo on the supply and
shipping of oil and petroleum products to South Africa” and requesting “all States
concerned…to adopt effective measures and/or legislation to broaden the scope of the
oil embargo in order to ensure the complete cessation of the supply and shipping of
oil and petroleum products to South Africa …”

A/RES/44/27 H, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#125


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Military collaboration with South Africa. (Noting “with ‘alarm and
great concern that large quantities of arms and military equipment, including highly
sophisticated materiel, were still reaching South Africa directly or via clandestine
routes;’ and deploring “the actions of those States and organizations which directly or
indirectly continue to violate the arms embargo and collaborate with South Africa in
the military, nuclear, intelligence and technology fields…”)

A/RES/44/27 I, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#126


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - United Nations Trust Fund for South Africa. (Stating that it is
“[a]larmed by the continued detentions without trials, forced removals, bannings,
restriction orders, political trials, death sentences imposed on opponents of apartheid
and harassment of trade unions, church and other organizations and individuals
involved in peaceful protest and dissent…” )

A/RES/44/27 J, 22 November 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#127.



General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Concerted international action for the elimination of apartheid.
(“strongly” condemning “the policy of apartheid that deprives the majority of the
South African population of their dignity, fundamental freedoms and human rights. . .
strongly condemn[ing] the South African authorities for the killings, arbitrary mass
arrests and the detention of members of mass organizations as well as other
individuals who are opposing the apartheid system and the state of emergency, and
for the detention of and even the use of violence against children…”)

A/RES/44/27 K, 22 November 1989 [Support for freedom from racism and colonialism],
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#128


General Assembly resolution: Declaration on Apartheid and its Destructive
Consequences in Southern Africa. [A call for negotiations with the people of South
Africa to end apartheid] (“Affirming that apartheid, characterized as a crime against
the conscience and dignity of mankind, is responsible for the death of countless
numbers of people in South Africa, has sought to dehumanize entire peoples and has
imposed a brutal war on the region of southern Africa, which has resulted in untold
loss of life, destruction of property and massive displacement of innocent men,
women and children and which is a scourge and affront to humanity that must be
fought and eradicated in its totality”)

A/RES/S-16/1, 14 December 1989, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#130


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa. (“Gravely concerned with the escalating violence in South Africa
resulting largely from continued existence of the apartheid policies, practices and
structures, and actions of those opposed to the democratic transformation of South
Africa”)

A/RES/44/244, 17 September 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#132


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - International efforts to eradicate apartheid. (Stating that it is
“[g]ravely concerned at the continuing repression of the majority population in South
Africa through the apartheid system, manifested, inter alia, by detentions without
trial, continued possibility of executions of political prisoners, absence of full
implementation of agreements regarding the return of political exiles without
restrictions and repressive provisions in the Internal Security Act.”)

A/RES/45/176 A, 19 December 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#134


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Concerted and effective measures aimed at eradicating apartheid.
[crimes against humanity and condemning specific acts in which defendants in this

case likely engaged] (reaffirming that “apartheid is a crime against the conscience and
dignity of humankind and a threat to international peace and security, and that it is a
primary responsibility of the United Nations to assist in efforts to eliminate it without
further delay.”)
A/RES/45/176 B, 19 December 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#135


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Military collaboration with South Africa. (stating that it “[s]trongly
deplores the actions of those States which, directly or indirectly, continue to violate
the arms embargo and collaborate with South Africa in the military, nuclear,
intelligence and technology fields, and calls upon those States to terminate forthwith
such hostile acts and honour their obligations under Security Council resolution 421
(1977)”)

A/RES/45/176 C, 19 December 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#136


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Oil embargo against South Africa. (“Convinced that an effective oil
embargo against South Africa would contribute to the efforts of the international
community to bring about a negotiated settlement and the establishment of a united,
non-racial and democratic South Africa.”)

A/RES/45/176 F, 19 December 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#138


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Support for the work of the Commission against Apartheid in
Sports. (calling upon: “those international sports organizations and federations which
have not yet expelled South Africa or suspended its membership to do so without
further delay”)

A/RES/45/176 G, 19 December 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#139


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - United Nations Trust Fund for South Africa. (Stating that it
“[r]emain[s] seriously concerned by the continued existence of basic laws sustaining
the apartheid system and other discriminatory and repressive laws, rules and
regulations in South Africa”)

A/RES/45/176 H, 19 December 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#140


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of
South Africa - Oil embargo against South Africa. (asking member states to
“impose penal action against companies and individuals that have been involved in

violating the oil embargo, and to publicize cases of successful prosecutions in
conformity with their national laws”)
A/RES/46/79 E, 13 December 1991, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs3a.html#145


General Assembly resolution: Adverse consequences for the enjoyment of
human rights of political, military, economic and other forms of assistance given
to the racist and colonialist regime of South Africa (Calling “upon all
Governments and organizations to maintain sanctions against the racist regime of
South Africa until the total dismantlement of the apartheid system has been
achieved.”)

A/RES/45/84, 4 December 1990


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (“Reaffirming the Declaration on Apartheid and its Destructive Consequences
in Southern Africa and the need for the full and immediate implementation of the
provisions not yet fulfilled,” and noting that “international pressure, both that exerted
by Governments and by individual citizens and organizations, has had and continues
to have a significant impact on developments in South Africa.”

A/RES/46/79, 13 December 1991


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (“Noting that while positive measures have been undertaken by the South
African authorities, including the repeal of key apartheid laws and the revision of
major security legislation, important obstacles to achieving a climate conducive to
free political activity remain”)

A/RES/47/116, 18 December 1992


General Assembly resolution: Elimination of apartheid and establishment of a
united, democratic and non-racial South Africa (“Expressing grave concern “that
continued and escalating violence threatens to undermine the process of peaceful
change, through negotiated agreements, to a united, non-racial and democratic South
Africa.”)

A/RES/48/159, 20 December 1993


General Assembly resolution: Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa (“Reaffirming that apartheid is a crime against humanity and a threat to
international peace and security,” and “condemning the actions of those transnational
corporations that continue, through their collaboration with the racist regime of South
Africa, to enhance its military and nuclear capabilities.”)

A/RES/39/72, 13 December 1984



General Assembly Resolution: The policies of apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa. (Terminates the South African mandate for Nambia
and places the territory under UN administration. Passes by a margin of 114 to 2,
with 3 absentations.)

(Doxey 1972, 538; Doxey 1980, 63)
A/RES/2145, 21 October, 1966,
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Question relating to the policies of apartheid of the Government of the Republic
of South Africa ("Recalling General Assembly resolution 1881 (XVIII) of 11
October 1963, which condemns the Government of the Republic of South Africa for
its failure to comply with the repeated resolutions of the General Assembly and of the
Security Council and which requests it to abandon the arbitrary trial in progress and
forthwith to grant unconditional release to all political prisoners...")

S/RES/190 (1964), 9 June 1964.


Ruling by the President of the General Assembly, Mr. Abdelaziz Bouteflika
(Algeria), concerning the credentials of the delegation of South Africa. (rejecting
South African delegation to the General Assembly)

A/PV.2281, 12 November 1974, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#69


Programme of Action against Apartheid, adopted by the General Assembly on
5 December 1983 in A/RES/38/39 B. (declaring “Apartheid in South Africa, which
has been denounced by the United Nations for over three decades, has become a
grave menace to international peace and security” and “has caused immense suffering
to the people of South Africa and has been condemned as a crime against humanity”
and that the South African government “acts as an outlaw in constant and flagrant
violation of international law” and that “despite the universal condemnation of
apartheid and repeated calls for action by the United Nations, the apartheid regime
has been able to survive and pose an ever greater threat to humanity”)

A/38/539-S/16102, 8 November 1983, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#106
3) Other UN Bodies
A) Special Committee on Policies of Apartheid of the Government of South Africa


Report of the Special Committee on the Policies of Apartheid of the
Government of the Republic of South Africa (Conclusions and
Recommendations). (stating that South Africa deserves “particular condemnation in
the light of Article 25 of the United Nations Charter;” that the United Nations should
“consider, with no further delay, possible new measures in accordance with the

Charter which provides for stronger political, diplomatic and economic sanctions,
suspension of the rights and privileges of the Republic of South Africa as a Member
State, and expulsion from the United Nations and its specialized agencies;” and
noting “the increasing abhorrence by world public opinion of the racial policies of the
Government of the Republic of South Africa and the growing recognition that the
continuation of these policies would seriously endanger the maintenance of
international peace”)
A/5497, 16 September 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#26
B) Special Committee against Apartheid


Opening statement by Secretary-General U Thant at the first meeting of the
Special Committee against Apartheid. (affirming General Assembly and Security
Council’s determinations that the “racial policies of the South African Government
were not only not in conformity with its obligations and responsibilities under the
Charter of the United Nations, but that they were also a source of international
friction and a danger to the maintenance of international peace and security”)

UN Press Release SG/1453, 2 April 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#22


Letter dated 3 February 1967 from the Chairman of the Special Committee
against Apartheid, Mr. Achkar Marof (Guinea), to the Secretary-General
concerning the treatment of political prisoners in South Africa. (concluding that
“the ruthless measures of the South African Government seem to be increasingly
designed to wreak vengeance against the opponents of apartheid” and that “…such
measures contravene international standards of behaviour and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights”)

UN Press Release GA/AP/88, 3 February 1967,
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#45


Paper by Mr. Achkar Marof (Guinea), Chairman of the Special Committee
against Apartheid, entitled "The crisis in southern Africa with special reference
to South Africa and measures to be taken by the international community",
presented to the International Seminar on Apartheid, Racial Discrimination and
Colonialism in Southern Africa, held at Kitwe, Zambia, from 25 July to 4
August 1967. (stating that international corporations “assist the racist and colonial
régimes by loans and investments. They help develop arms and strategic industries to
enable these régimes to resist sanctions.”

A/6818, 29 September 1967, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#48



"The present stage of the struggle against apartheid in South Africa": paper
prepared by Mr. Oliver Tambo, acting President-General of the African
National Congress, at the request of the Special Committee against Apartheid.
(drawing attention to the “countless resolutions condemning and demanding the
abandonment of the policies of apartheid which have been adopted over a period of at
least two decades by the United Nations, by its many committees and agencies, by
individual Governments, organizations, conferences and groups of men and women in
every quarter of the world; to the numerous times that the apartheid regime has
ignored and defied these resolutions and appeals; to the mountains of documents and
paperwork embodying studies revealing the horrors of white rule in South Africa, all
of which make…[the] freedom struggle one of the most thoroughly documented in
history”)

A/AC.115/L.222, 2 July 1968, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#50


The Question of race conflict in South Africa resulting from the policies of
apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa ("reiterating its
condemnation of the evil and abhorrent policies of apartheid and the measures being
taken by the Government of South Africa to enforce and extend those policies beyond
its borders" and "recognizing the legitimacy of the struggle of the oppressed people of
South Africa in pursuance of their human and political rights set forth in the Charter
of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights")

S/RES/282 (1970), 23 July 1970.


Statement by Mr. Edwin Ogebe Ogbu (Nigeria), Chairman of the Special
Committee against Apartheid, at the opening meeting of the International
Conference of Trade Unions against Apartheid, Geneva, 15 June 1973. (stating
that “it has long been proved that this situation constitutes not only a breach of the
United Nations Charter but a threat to international peace and security. Apartheid is a
crime against humanity.”)

A/9169, 1 October 1973, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#64


Statement by the Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid, Mr.
Edwin Ogebe Ogbu (Nigeria), at a meeting of the Anti-Apartheid Committee of
New Zealand, held at Victoria University in Wellington on 13 September 1974.
(calling apartheid one of the “scourges of our time and one of the major impediments
to genuine cooperation between broad segments of humanity, “a cancer that can
destroy our hopes for the future of humanity”)

UN Press Release GA/AP/413, 16 September 1974,
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#67



Paper presented by the Chairman of the Special Committee against
Apartheid, Mr. Edwin Ogebe Ogbu (Nigeria), to the Extraordinary Session of
the Council of Ministers of the Organization of African Unity, held at Dar es
Salaam, April 1975. (stating that “Apartheid in South Africa has become a matter of
universal concern. Many Governments have imposed sanctions against South Africa
at some sacrifice, and are giving substantial assistance to the victims of apartheid and
to their liberation movements. Many public organizations, especially in Western
countries, have devoted commendable efforts in support of African aspirations. This
world-wide support is of crucial importance for the Black people of South Africa in
their struggle for liberation”.)

United Nations Unit on Apartheid Notes and Documents No. 11/75,
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#71


Statement by Mrs. Jeanne Martin Cisse (Guinea), Chairperson of the Special
Committee against Apartheid. (stressing “that apartheid in South Africa is not only
a crime against the South African people or an affront to Africa, but also a grave
threat to the peace which is of concern to all humanity” and also stating that
“Apartheid has come to be universally condemned, as a unique and most abhorrent
crime. It has been recognized that the problem in South Africa is not a problem of a
mere violation of human rights or arbitrary imprisonment of a few people but the
oppression of the great majority of the people by the racist regime. There have been
resolutions and declarations, with overwhelming majorities, committing the United
Nations and Member States to the struggle of the South African people.”

UN press release GA/AP/523, 21 January 1976,
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#76


Special report of the Special Committee against Apartheid on "The Soweto
massacre and its aftermath". (Declaring that “numerous Governments and public
organizations all over the world have expressed shock at the callous killing of
Africans, demanded that the Pretoria regime abandon apartheid and repression, and
called for more energetic international action to eradicate apartheid” and that the
“inhuman brutality of the regime in resorting to wanton killings of African children
underlines its determination to continue on its present course, which can only be
catastrophic”)

A/31/22/Add.1, 3 August 1976, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#78


Introduction to the First Register of Sports Contacts with South Africa,
published by the Special Committee against Apartheid. (condemning the policies
of apartheid in sports)

United Nations Centre against Apartheid, Notes and Documents, No. 18/81, May 1981
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#97



Introduction to the First Register of Entertainers, Actors and Others Who
Have Performed in Apartheid South Africa, published by the Special Committee
against Apartheid, October 1983. (declaring that artists “who profit from the
system of inhuman oppression of the black people in South Africa…will not be
allowed to benefit from the patronage of countries and peoples committed to the
struggle against apartheid”)

United Nations Centre against Apartheid, Notes and Documents, No. 20/83, October
1983 http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#104


Appeal by the Special Committee against Apartheid to the cities of the world,
issued on 21 March 1984. (declaring that “Apartheid, an affront to the conscience
and dignity of mankind, and indeed a crime against humanity, must be eradicated.
The cities of the world can make an important contribution in meeting the supreme
moral challenge of apartheid”)

A/AC.115/L.606, 4 April 1984, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#107


Telegram dated 27 November 1984 from the Chairman of the Special
Committee against Apartheid, Major-General J. N. Garba, to Mr. Walter
Fauntroy, Mrs. Mary Frances Berry and Mr. Randall Robinson, Washington,
D.C., commending non-violent direct action in support of the oppressed people
of South Africa. (declaring that the “brutality of apartheid regime is an outrage
against conscience of humanity, and international community must stay the hands of
that criminal regime which does not hesitate to kill even little children in order to
perpetuate itself in power”)

United Nations Centre against Apartheid Information Note No. 61/84
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#109


Statement by Mr. Alhaji Yusuff Maitama-Sule (Nigeria), Chairman of the
Special Committee against Apartheid, at the meeting of the Committee on 13
January 1983. (condemning the “obstinate moves of the Pretoria regime to
consolidate white domination, to the enormous suffering caused by its policies and
actions, and to its resolve to escalate repression in the hope of suppressing the
legitimate resistance of the majority of the people of the country”)
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#102

Published by the United Nations Centre against Apartheid


Report by the Secretary-General on progress made in the implementation of
the Declaration on Apartheid and its Destructive Consequences in Southern
Africa; includes statement by Nelson Mandela, Deputy President of the African
National Congress, in the Special Committee against Apartheid on 22 June 1990.
(Statement by Nelson Mandela, Deputy President of the African National Congress,

to the 641st meeting of the Special Committee against Apartheid on 22 June 1990
(“We hold it as an inviolable principle that racism must be opposed by all the means
that humanity has at its disposal. Wherever it occurs it has the potential to result in a
systematic and comprehensive denial of human rights to those who are discriminated
against. …This is why it was correct to characterize the apartheid system as a crime
against humanity and appropriate that the international community should decide that
it should be suppressed and punishment meted out against its perpetrators.”
A/44/960, 1 July 1990, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#131


Statement by Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali at the first meeting in
1992 of the Special Committee against Apartheid. (noting that “the Special
Committee against Apartheid has, over the years, played an important role in stirring
the conscience of the international community” and that “the system of apartheid in
South Africa, which has rightly been on the agenda of the United Nations for many
years, is crumbling under the combined pressure of internal and external forces”)

UN Press Release SG/SM/4700 - GA/AP 2064, 18 February 1992
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs3a.html#147
C) International Conferences


Declaration of the International Conference on Sanctions against South
Africa, Paris, 27 May 1981. (declaring that “the continuing political, economic and
military collaboration of certain Western States and their transnational corporations
with the racist regime of South Africa encourages its persistent intransigence and
defiance of international community and constitutes a major obstacle to the
elimination of the inhuman and criminal system of apartheid in South Africa” and
that “a consensus has emerged on the fact that apartheid is a crime against the
conscience and dignity of mankind, incompatible with the provisions of the United
Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights”)

A/CONF.107/8, 1981, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#98


Declaration of the International Conference on Women and Apartheid, held at
Brussels, 17-19 May 1982. (declaring that “apartheid, especially as it affects women
and children, is an international crime and an intolerable affront to the conscience of
mankind” and condemning “the actions of those governments, multinationals and
interests which continue to collaborate with the apartheid regime and, in endorsing
the relevant resolutions of the United nations General Assembly, it calls upon the
countries in question to end such collaboration”)

A/AC.115/L.571, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#100



Declaration adopted by the International Conference of Trade Unions on
Sanctions and Other Actions against the Apartheid Regime in South Africa, held
at Geneva on 10 and 11 June 1983. (Recalling that “apartheid has been declared a
crime against humanity and that the Security Council of the United Nations, since its
resolution 182 (1963) adopted unanimously on 4 December 1963, has affirmed the
conviction that the situation in South Africa is seriously disturbing international peace
and security;” and condemning the “systematic violation of human and trade union
rights in South Africa;” and calling for “mandatory economic sanctions” and a
severance of all political, economic, social and cultural ties with South Africa)
http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2b.html#103

A/38/272-S/15832, 16 June 1983


Programme of action adopted by the International Conference of Experts for
the Support of Victims of Colonialism and Apartheid in Southern Africa (Oslo,
9-14 April 1973). (declaring that “the policy of apartheid, which is a crime against
humanity, a flagrant violation of the principles of the United Nations and a massive
and ruthless denial of human rights, constitutes a threat to peace. It amounts to a
serious and grave threat to the peace and security of Africa and the world…)

A/9061, 7 May 1973 http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#63
D) UN Commissions


Report of the United Nations Commission on the Racial Situation in the Union
of South Africa ("Summary of the Commission's conclusions"). (declaring that
the “doctrine of racial differentiation and superiority on which the apartheid
policy…is contrary to ‘the dignity and worth of the human person’” and that these
policies run contrary to Articles 55, 56, the preamble of the UN Charter, and the
general purpose of the UN charter)

A/2505 and Add.1, 1953, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#9


Third report of the United Nations Commission on the Racial Situation in the
Union of South Africa. (reiterating the “conflict between the principles of apartheid,
on the one hand, and the provisions of the United Nations Charter and the principles
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights” and stating that the “policy of
apartheid is a seriously disturbing factor in international relations,” in violation of
Article 14 of the charter and agreeing with independent groups that apartheid is
“irreconcilable with the moral principles and the respect for human dignity which the
civilized world has accepted as standards of national and international conduct…”)

A/2953, 1955, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#11



Resolution adopted by the United Nations Commission on Human Rights.
(“Strongly deploring the continued flagrant violation of the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations by the Government of the Republic of South Africa and the
actions of that Government which are contrary to international law and international
morality”)

E/CN.4/RES/2 (XXIII), 6 March 1967, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#47
E) Other
Reports by United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations Transnational
Corporations in South Africa, Second United Nations Public Hearings, 1989. Volume I: Report of the
Panel of Eminent Persons Background Documentation, p 74, 96; Policies and Practices of Transnational
Corporations Regarding their Activities in South Africa and Namibia



World Health Assembly May 1963 resolution (adopting “that the conditions
imposed upon the non-white population of South Africa seriously prejudiced their
physical, mental and social health, and was contrary to the principles of the
Organization”) A/AC.115/L.13



Forty-seventh International Labour Conference and the Governing Body
Resolutions of June 1963 (deciding “inter alia that the Republic of South Africa be
excluded from meetings of the International Labour Organisation”) A/AC.115/L.12



Economic and Social Council Resolution 974 D (XXXVI), part IV, adopted on 30
July 1963 (deciding that the Republic of South Africa "shall not take part in the work
of the Economic Commission for Africa” while apartheid policies exist)



Declaration adopted by the World Conference on Sanctions against Racist South
Africa, Paris, 20 June 1986. (Urging the Security Council to take on exhaustive
sanctions against South Africa and declaring that “the present threat to international
peace and security posed by the racist regime of South Africa arises…from its ever
increasing internal repression and brutality in the perpetuation of apartheid” and that
the “South African regime continues, moreover, to commit numerous acts of
aggression, subversion, destabilization and terrorism against independent African
States, including deliberate massacre of refugees, causing enormous human and
material damage, as well as against the ships, aircraft and nationals of other
countries” and that the regime “acts as an outlaw, persistently violating the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations and defying the resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Security Council” and that “apartheid is not only a crime against
the people of South Africa and Namibia, but one of universal concern. The General
Assembly has condemned the policy of apartheid as a crime against humanity”)

A/CONF.137/5, 1986, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2c.html#114
4) European Community



Statement by Mr. Peter Smithers, representative of the United Kingdom, in
the Special Committee against Apartheid. (regarding the crime of apartheid “as
being now so exceptional as to be sui generis”)

A/SPC/SR.242, 5 April 1961, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#18


Statement by Mr. Per Haekkerup, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Denmark,
in the General Assembly. (stating that “apartheid must be abolished as contrary to
the principles of the Charter and to human rights”)

A/PV.1215, 25 September 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1b.html#27


Declaration made by the newly elected British Labour government (bans all arms
exorts to South Africa.)

(Doxey 1980, 62)
October 1964
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


British Commonwealth nations adopt Gleneagles Agreement (calling for ban on
sports contacts with South Africa)

(Hayes 10)
1977, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Norway, UK ban sale of North Sea oil to South Africa

(David 223-24; Lipton 1988,16)
1979
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm



EC votes to ban imports of iron, steel, gold coins, and new investments in South
Africa (investment ban does not extend to reinvestment of retained earnings. Ban on
coal imports, most significant of proposed sanctions, is blocked by West German,
Portuguese opposition.

(Washington Post, 17 September 1986, A1; Lipton 1988, 29)
17, September 1986, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


British anti-apartheid coalition launches campaign to pressure three British
banks not to reschedule South Africa’s debt (also calls for tighter enforcement of
exsisting oil, arms embargoes, as well as additional trade, financial sanctions)

(International Trade Reporter, 9 August 1989, 1049; Financial Times, 2 September
1989, 3)

September 1989, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Thatcher calls for meeting of EC foreign ministers to consider community-wide
lifting of voluntary sanctions (Bush says US sanctions cannot be lifted until South
Africa has met conditions outlined in CAAA.)

(Financial Times, 13 February 1990, 1; New York Times, 13 February 1990, A17)
12, February 1990, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Eleven of the Twelve EC nations agree on package of limited sanctions (including
tighter enforcement of arms embargo, ban on all nuclear, military cooperation with
South Africa; UK withholds approval pending assessment of sanctions' impact. UK
also objects to recall of military attachés, "discouraging" of cultural, scientific
exchanges. In Basel, Switzerland, central bankers meeting at Bank for International
Settlements reportedly refuse to consider request from de Kock to put together
official "rescue" package for South Africa.

(Washington Post, 11 September 1985, A1, A20)
10, September 1985,http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Commonwealth of Nations overcomes UK objections (adopts sanctions package
similar to that adopted by US, EC. Commonwealth package also includes ban on
government loans to South African government, threatens increased sanctions if
progress on dismantling apartheid is not made within six months. Package falls short
of Commonwealth's Third World members' call for immediate comprehensive,
mandatory sanctions.

(Washington Post, 21 October 1985, A16; 22 October 1985, A22; Lipton 1988, 16
20, October 1985, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm

5) Other Country Sanctions


Letter dated 12 July 1948 from the representative of India to the SecretaryGeneral concerning the treatment of Indians in South Africa. (stating that the
“treatment of Indians in the Union of South Africa continues to be a serious violation
of the purposes and principles of the principles on which the United Nations is
founded,” and that not addressing this treatment would be a “denial of human rights
and fundamental freedoms, on purely racial grounds, to an important section of the
population of the Union of South Africa, and would gravely undermine the prestige of
the United Nations, which ultimately depends upon the effectiveness with which its
Members carry out the obligations which they have assumed under the Charter”)

A/577, 16 July 1948, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#2



Letter dated 12 September 1952 addressed to the Secretary-General by the
permanent representatives of Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Pakistan, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen.
(stating that the South African race-based policies of forced re-location, segregation,
suppression of political discourse, exclusion from military service,
disenfranchisement, restriction of movement and labor, and education and housing
discrepancies are a “threat to international peace and a flagrant violation of the basic
principles of human rights and fundamental freedoms which are enshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations”)

A/2183, 12 September 1952, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#4


Resolution adopted by the Second Conference of Independent African States.
(appealing to various world bodies, including the Conference of Independent African
States, the Arab states, the British Commonwealth, and the United Nations to
“persevere in the effort to put an end to the terrible situation caused by apartheid and
racial discrimination”)

24 June 1960, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#15


Resolution adopted by the Conference of Heads of African States and
Governments, Addis Ababa, 22-25 May 1963, on apartheid and racial
discrimination. (supporting “the recommendations presented to the Security Council
and the General Assembly by the special Committee of the United Nations on the
apartheid policies of the South African Government” and appealing “to all
Governments who still have diplomatic, consular and economic relations with the
Government of South Africa to break off those relations and to cease any other form
of encouragement for the policy of apartheid”)

A/AC.115/L.11, 27 June 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#23


Manifesto on Southern Africa adopted by the Fifth Summit Conference of
East and Central African States, Lusaka, 14-16 April 1969. (declaring that the
“apartheid policy adopted by its Government…is based on a rejection of man's
humanity”)

A/7754, 7 November 1969, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1c.html#52


The Lagos Declaration for Action against Apartheid, 26 August 1977.
(reiterating the “universal abhorrence of apartheid and racism in all its forms and
manifestations and the determination of the international community to secure its
speedy elimination” and that Apartheid…is a flagrant violation of the Charter of the
United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It rests on the
dispossession, plunder, exploitation and social deprivation of the African people since
1652 by colonial settlers and their descendants. It is a crime against the conscience

and dignity of mankind. It has resulted in immense suffering and involved the forcible
moving of millions of Africans under special laws restricting their freedom of
movement; and the denial of elementary human rights to the great majority of the
population, as well as the violation of the inalienable right to self-determination of all
of the people of South Africa”)
S/12426, 28 October 1977, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs2a.html#82


Organization of Arab Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OAPEC) imposes oil
embargo on South Africa (Iran refuses to comply, becomes South Africa’s major oil
supplier.)

(Doxey 1980, 65, 103-04)
November 1973
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Japan bans imports of iron and steel from South Africa (the ban does not include
iron ore or coal)

(Washington Post, 20 September 1986, A16)
20, September 1986 http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm

6) U.S. Statements


American government condemnation:

Sec. of State Henry Kissinger, in 1976 speech, stated, “The world community’s concern
with South Africa is not merely that racial discrimination exists there. What is unique is
the extent to which racial discrimination has been institutionalized, enshrined in law, and
made all pervasive.” The Study Commission on U.S. Policy toward Southern Africa,
South Africa: Time Running Out (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981); p.
393.
The United States Senate in 1978, “What sets South Africa apart from other countries
which have equally oppressive, and, in some cases, quantitatively worse records of
human rights violations is that 1) South Africa’s policies are based on race as the sole
criterion of discrimination, 2) its human rights violations have been made ‘legal’ through
legislative and regulatory actions that have institutionalized racism into the fabric of
society, and 3) its policies are justified in the name of defending the Free World of which
South Africa claims to be a member.” The Senate, in the same report, concluded that that
“the net effect of American investment has been to strengthen the economic and military
self-sufficiency of South Africa’s apartheid regime…” Committee on foreign Relations,
Subcommittee on African Affairs, US Corporate interests in Africa. Report. Washington,
DC, US government Printing office, 1978, 12-13.



Statement by Mr. Adlai Stevenson, representative of the United States of
America, in the Security Council, announcing the decision of the United States to
stop sales of arms to South Africa. (stating that “apartheid is abhorrent” and that
the American “belief in the self-evident truths about human equality is enshrined in
the Charter. Apartheid and racism, despite all of the tortured rationalizations that we
have heard from the apologists, are incompatible with the moral, social, and
constitutional of our societies,” and announcing an end of military sales to South
Africa because of its failure to “discharge its obligations under Articles 55 and 56 of
the Charter”)

S/PV.1052, 2 August 1963, http://www.anc.org.za/un/undocs1a.html#24


Statement by Francis T.P. Plimpton, US representative to UN, 19 October, 1962
(criticizes efficacy, potential use of economic sanctions against South Africa, states
US “will continue to oppose” specific sanctions.)

(David 217)
19 October, 1962
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


At US instigation, IMF refuses to purchase gold from South Africa at prices in
excess of $35 per ounce.

(deVries 409-16)
June 1968
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Jimmy Carter, President of the US, issues regulations on exportation to South
Africa (deny export or re-export of any item to South Africa or Namibia if exporter
“knows or has reason to know” item will be “sold to or used by or for “military or
police in South Africa.)

22 February, 1978
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


US reduces staffs of US military attaché in Pretoria, South African military
attaché in Washington

(David 223-24; Lipton 1988,16)
1979
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Congress passes legislation codifying prohibition on Emibank loans South
African government firms, as well as US firms that do not adhere to Sullivan
code.

(David 223-24; Lipton 1988,16)
1979
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Expansion of the Sullivan principles in the US (Of approximately 350 US
companies operating in South Africa, 119 agreed to expansion of the Sullivan
principles, committing themselves “to press for broad changes in South African
society, including the repeal of all apartheid laws and policies.”)

(New York Times, 13 December 1984, D1)
12 December 1984
http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


US House, Senate agreed on compromise bill (imposed sanctions similar to those
called for in French UN resolution, would also ban all new bank loans to South
African government, which most American banks voluntarily suspended seven years
before. Legislation would also make observance of Sullivan principles mandatory for
US companies with operations in South Africa employing more than 25 people.
Citing economic, not political, reasons, Chase Manhattan Bank confirms that it has
decided to stop lending to South Africa, will not renew maturing short-term loans,
which reportedly total around $400 million. South Africa recalls its ambassadordesignate to US, Herbert Beukes, for consultations; bans public funerals for victims
of unrest, political statements at any funeral.)

(Washington Post, New York Times, 1 August 1985, A1; Wall Street Journal, 1 August
1985, 21; Ovenden 128)
31 July, 1985, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Reagan imposes limited economic sanctions by executive order (Executive order
bans exports of US-manufactured computer hardware, software to agencies that
administer or enforce apartheid; exports of nuclear goods, technology; loans to South
African government, except for educational, housing, or health facilities open to all
races. Order also mandates compliance with Sullivan principles as called for in
congressional legislation and calls for discussions of possible legal problems of
krugerrand ban under General Agreement on Tariffs.)

(Washington Post, 10 September 1985, A1)
9, September 1985, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Sanctions Bill passes Senate 84-14, sponsored by Richard Lugar (R-IN)

(Massie 617)
15, August 1986, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Regan renews executive order (authorizes limited sanctions for another year.)

(Baker 44-45; Massie 617-18)
4, September 1986, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Senate overrides Reagan’s veto of sanctions bill (following House vote to override
earlier in week (313 to 83). Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act (CAAA) extends and
expands existing sanctions: it bans all loans to, new investment in South Africa (ban
does not extend to letters of credit, loan rescheduling, reinvestment of retained
profits); bans imports of iron and steel, coal, uranium, textiles, agricultural products,
goods produced by government-controlled firms except for strategic materials for the
US military; transfers South Africa's sugar quota to Philippines; bans export of
petroleum and products, weapons and munitions; severs air links; prohibits US banks
from accepting South African government deposits; prohibits government agencies
from cooperating with South African military, promoting trade or tourism in South
Africa. In addition, Act authorizes $40 million in aid for disadvantaged South
Africans, $4 million a year in scholarship funds for victims of apartheid; calls on
ANC to suspend "terrorist activities"; threatens to impose additional sanctions if
"substantial progress" toward dismantling apartheid is not made within a year of
enactment. Act also restricts US military assistance to countries that do not join UN
arms embargo, provides for sanctions against countries that "benefit from or take
commercial advantage of" limitations imposed on US business. CAAA also sets five
conditions for lifting of sanctions).

(Washington Post, 3 October 1986, A1, A16; New York Times, 3 October 1986, A1;
Hayes 2; Baker 44-45, app. D; Lipton 1988, 18, app. 6)
2, October 1986, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm


Legislation imposing trade embargo against South Africa (By voice vote, House
approves, sends to Senate requiring all US companies with operations there to
disinvest within 180 days. US, UK veto UN Security Council resolution that would
impose limited sanctions against South Africa. World Council of Churches reports
that nearly 3,000 persons have been detained in week since state of emergency was
declared.)

(New York Times, 19 June 1986, A1)
18, June 1986, http://www.iie.com/research/topics/sanctions/southafrica.cfm

